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The All-Asian Women’s Conference 1931: Indian women and
their leadership of a pan-Asian feminist organisation
Sumita Mukherjee
Department of History, King’s College London, UK
ABSTRACT
In January 1931, the All-Asian Women’s Conference (AAWC)
convened in Lahore. Forty-ﬁve female delegates met to discuss
common social and political concerns of women in Asia, such as
infant mortality, suffrage, education and rights of inheritance.
Organised by Indian women, along with the Irish Theosophist
Margaret Cousins, the AAWC spoke to visions of pan-Asianism
that were reﬂected by male Indian nationalists at the time. Keen
to counteract the Euro-American centrism of international
women’s organisations, Asian women discussed the ways they
could organise together. This article analyses the rhetoric within
the conference, through its reports, correspondence and
international newspapers and periodicals. It discusses the ways
pan-Asianism was conceived by Indian women in the 1930s and
explains why there was only ever one meeting of the AAWC.
Introduction
In January 1931, a group of thirty-six Asian women met in the Indian city of Lahore to
discuss common social and political concerns. The All-Asian Women’s conference
(AAWC) was an attempt to cement regular meetings between Asian women and to
forge a pan-Asian feminist organisation. It was the ﬁrst pan-Asian women’s conference
of its kind. It was organised primarily by Indian women, though early direction came
from the Irish feminist Margaret Cousins. Indian male nationalists often attempted to
forge pan-Asian alliances in this period, but there has been little consideration of the
ways in which women collectively organised across the continent in this period. The pos-
ition of women was rarely invoked by Asian intellectuals who were inspired by the ideal-
ism of an Asian civilisation bound together by cultural exchange and political opportunity.
How did women from Asia either adopt or adapt these expressions in their own struggles
for equality domestically and internationally? Similarly, while there has been considerable
reﬂection on the transnational and global organising of women in this period, notably by
Leila Rupp and more recently by Marie Sandell, the focus has generally been on Euro-
American-centric organisations such as the International Alliance of Women or
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International Council of Women.1 June Hannam, Mrinalini Sinha, Donna Guy and
Angela Woollacott have all called for more analysis of the international links of feminism
away from these western centres.2 The AAWC is a perfect case study for interrogating the
dialogues on feminism within a pan-Asian context.
The desire to form a pan-Asian women’s association was indicative of the new interna-
tionalism of the interwar period. Although European powers continued to hold empires
and subject peoples around the world to colonial oppression in this era, imperialism
was becoming internationalised and decentralised in this period. This new outlook, as
Daniel Gorman has argued, was exempliﬁed by the foundation of the League of
Nations, but also evident in the increased number of international NGOs and the expan-
sion of transnational civil society.3 Simultaneously, many men and women looked to form
new alliances that decentred global networks away from the west.4 For example, the Japa-
nese Pan-Asian Society convened a Pan-Asian Conference in 1920 and there was an Afro-
Asian Conference held in Delhi in 1929.5 The Indian poet Rabindranath Tagore forged
close intellectual links with Japan and China in this period, keen to discuss the ways a
Pan-Asian unity and ‘Eastern’ civilisation would ‘regenerate’ the world against the inevi-
table decline that would come through western modernity.6 Inspired by the success of
Meiji Japan, a number of Indian men travelled to Japan for further education and techno-
logical training, while other Indians looked to South-East Asia, where a high proportion of
ethnically Indian men and women had migrated for work, to ﬁnd unity across bonds of
Islamism.7 Inﬂuenced by the organisational reach of the Comintern, Jawaharlal Nehru
and the Indian National Congress attempted to cement Asian bonds through the
League Against Imperialism, and Indian trade unions organised together through associ-
ations such as the Pan-Paciﬁc Trade Union and the Asiatic Labour Congress, while ideas
about an all-Asian army were put forward by men such as the revolutionary nationalist
Raja Mahendra Pratap.8 Yet, as Indians conceptualised and grappled with the ‘nation’
and nationalism in this period, complicated by the regional, ethnic, religious and caste
diversity within the subcontinent itself, visions of pan-Asian unity did not gain much trac-
tion. Carolien Stolte and Harald Fischer-Tiné, citing John Steadman, have argued that
‘Asia’ had no clear deﬁnition in this period and that it came out of a continuum of
various collective identities.9 This lack of deﬁnition, I will argue, was also evident in the
AAWC.
Much of the focus on international networking by women in this period was related to
the ﬁght for female suffrage. As Louise Edwards and Mina Roces have asserted, from its
inception, ‘women’s struggle for the vote was explicitly global’.10 Women in various
Asian countries were engaged in this struggle in the interwar period, although the
AAWC was not solely interested in suffrage. Ellen DuBois has explained how suffrage
movements around the world had been internationalist, relying on the co-operation of
women of various nations and the inﬂuence they had on each other. Although early
impetus came from Australia, Europe and North America, the dynamic of international
suffragism shifted in the 1920s and 1930s towards Latin America, the Middle East and
Asia.11 Anti-colonial nationalism provided the major crucible for emerging feminist net-
works in these areas and so most of the scholarship has concentrated on ‘national’ experi-
ences, including Kumari Jayawardena’s important book on feminisms in the ‘third world’,
published in 1986.12 Similarly, Edwards and Roces’ volume on women’s suffrage in Asia,
and their subsequent collection on women’s movements in Asia, published as recently as
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2010, engage in transnational perspectives but all contributions consider these topics in
relation to single ‘nations’.13 Roces has suggested that feminists in Asian countries
sought to accentuate the unique nature of their ‘national essence feminism’ as opposed
to the homogenous sense of ‘Western feminism’.14 In light of these emphases, the
AAWC and ideas of pan-Asian feminism have received little scholarly attention. This
article seeks to redress this gap in studies of transnational feminism by focusing on a
pan-Asian initiative, although the focus is primarily on the Indian women who led the
organisation.
In the case of India, most of the literature on female activism related to international
organising has centred round three main Indian women’s organisations, the Women’s
Indian Association, the All-India Women’s Conference and the National Council of
Women in India, which was a branch of the International Council of Women. Although
these Indian women had very strong connections with British feminists, they also forged
autonomous connections with women removed from this traditional imperial relation-
ship.15 The National Council of Women in India had its own afﬁliate branch in Burma,
Indian women had been engaged with Ceylonese suffragists, and it was the All-India
Women’s Conference who hosted the AAWC in Lahore in 1931. Despite these connec-
tions, I discuss the particular vision of Asian feminist solidarity that the Indian organisers
of the AAWC put forward, one I argue that was based on a notion of a ‘Greater India’ that
did not give space to competing visions of Asian identity and experience in the interwar
period. Despite the name, the AAWC was primarily an Indian, rather than ‘Asian’, enter-
prise. This article will consider the inﬂuence Margaret Cousins had in the formation of the
AAWC ﬁrst, before discussing this ‘Greater India’ ideology. It then examines the activities
of the AAWC executive before and after the 1931 Conference, to explain this Indian dom-
inance in more detail and the wider impact, if any, of the AAWC.
Margaret Cousins and Asian womanhood
Margaret Cousins was instrumental in setting up the Women’s Indian Association in 1917
and the All-India Women’s Conference in 1927, as well the AAWC. Having been a
member of the Irish suffrage movement, Cousins moved to India in 1915 with her
husband James, and immediately became involved in social reform activities to improve
the position of Indian women. She was one of the driving forces behind a ‘Ladies’ Deputa-
tion’ to the Viceroy and Secretary of State in November 1917 demanding equal suffrage for
Indian women. She then led successful campaigns to enfranchise women in the provinces
of Madras and Bombay in 1921.16 A Theosophist, Cousins was greatly interested in ‘Asian’
spiritual traditions. The Theosophists borrowed from a synthesis of elements drawn from
Christianity, the Freemasons, Buddhism and Hinduism, Victorian spiritualism and
science; had been linked to the Hindu reformist society the Arya Samaj, but were also suc-
cessfully instrumental in promoting ideas of ‘Asian’ unity.17 Cousins was eager, as Cathe-
rine Candy has argued, that Indians should consolidate Asia as a cultural bloc by
promoting their spiritual natures as a counter to western modernity.18
In 1922 Cousins published The Awakening of Asian Womanhood in which she dis-
cussed the symbolic unity of Asian womanhood in their desire for ‘freedom’, in their
self-determination and their independent initiative. She demonstrated the need for a
pan-Asian women’s association, as she acknowledged that there was little
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intercommunication between women in Asia, suggesting that Indian women knew more
about the activities of British and American women than Chinese.19 However, Cousins did
employ stereotypical imagery to describe Asian women. She explained that as a conse-
quence of the climate ‘the physique of eastern women has remained undeveloped’ and
that Asian women had the ‘characteristics of shyness, modesty and timidity hard to
ﬁnd in women at present in other parts of the world’.20 Although she extended ‘Asia’
to the western point of Palestine, she failed to mention any Southeast Asian countries,
or consider the history of non-British empires in the region. Cousins also privileged
Indian experiences over other Asians. As some Indian women, in the states of Madras,
Bombay, Travancore, Cochin and Jhalwar, had been granted the right to vote, generally
based on ownership of property, by 1921, Cousins was optimistic that ‘one day the
women of India will lead the women of the East in all public movements’. Despite
acknowledging that Burmese women had been granted the right to vote in 1921, that
Chinese suffragettes had been involved in militant activities and that Japanese women
had started a branch of the International Women’s League for Peace and Freedom, her
focus was ﬁrmly on Indian female leadership in the region, owing largely to her experi-
ences living in India.21
During the 1920s, Cousins contributed regular articles in a series on ‘Women at Home
and Abroad’ to New India, an English-language newspaper published in Bombay and
edited by Annie Besant. In November 1923, Cousins discussed ‘Asia’s contribution to
World-Sisterhood’ with similar remarks to those in The Awakening of AsianWomanhood,
precipitating her desire to form a pan-Asian women’s organisation. ‘There is very little
international knowledge and real friendship between the various Asian peoples’, she
explained, though they were once linked through Buddhism and now able to communi-
cate through the English language. Acknowledging the work of the League of Asian
peoples, and the YMCA and YWCA in bringing together Asian women, Cousins men-
tioned the work of the Russian Madame de Manziarly who was travelling through Asia,
having spent time in India and linking Indian women with women in Tokyo, Kyoto,
Seoul, Peking and Shanghai ‘bringing the message of Asian Sisterhood and World Sister-
hood to the women in every large city’. A ‘time must soon come’, posited Cousins, ‘when
the needs of Asia as the exponent of Eastern civilisation will force her peoples… into
much closer friendly relationships with one another’, suggesting that women in particular
would be pivotal in these collaborations.22
Cousins had also been inspired to found the AAWC after visiting the Pan-Paciﬁc
Women’s Association (PPWA) conference in Hawaii in 1928. She had felt disappointed
by the lack of ‘spiritual ascension’ visible in the conference, which inspired her to mobilise
for an All-Asian equivalent.23 In December 1929, Cousins sent out letters to various parts
of Asia and beyond to cultivate interest. She argued that there was a need to preserve the
‘oriental’ qualities of Asia and it was essential Asian women meet face to face to become
‘self-conscious’ of their ‘spiritual gifts’. Cousins argued that a conference of Asian women
was essential for organising and making available the ‘oriental gifts of spiritual conscious-
ness’. Cousins’ letter also explained why Indian women should take the lead in organising
this conference, citing the experience of Indian leadership in the All-Indian Women’s
Conference, and argued further that India was the ‘foster mother of Asia’s cultures’. She
went on to state that an All-Indian committee would be formed and that Indian
women would send out a letter of invitation to the planned conference.24
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On 12 March 1930, a circular invitation to the AAWC was issued by Indian women
suggesting dates in January 1931. Fourteen Indian women signed the ofﬁcial invitation,
including Sarojini Naidu, Muthulakshmi Reddi, Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, Lady Abdul
Quadir, Lakshmibai Rajwade and Rustomji Faridoonji.25 These women were all
members of the All-India Women’s Conference and were well known social activists in
India. Naidu and Kaur were close colleagues of the nationalist leader M. K. Gandhi.
The dates for the AAWC were chosen so that it could sit between the two Pan-Paciﬁc
Women’s Conferences planned for Hawaii in August 1930 and China in 1932. It was
also planned to immediately follow the All-India Women’s Conference meeting in the
same month and location (Lahore) to help with issues of organisation and the availability
of Indian delegates. Despite initiating the groundwork for the AAWC, Cousins was not
keen to preside over its organisation. She was eager that Indian women assert themselves
while retaining their distinctness in contrast to the ‘immodesty of the overwesternized
Western woman’.26 Thus, though she had a prominent role in the initiation of the
AAWC, she was inﬂuenced by notions of the spiritual nature of Indian women and her
knowledge of their organisational experience, and so Cousins wanted Indian women to
take charge from this stage forward.
The Greater India ideology among Indian women
‘Greater India’ ideas were evident in AAWC rhetoric. Exempliﬁed by the foundation of the
Greater India Society in 1925, visions of a ‘Greater India’ became the basis for much of the
pan-Asian ideology in this period. In the face of British imperialism, Indians looked to
assert themselves intellectually. They attempted to reclaim past glories of Indian civilis-
ation and looked beyond its territorial boundaries to argue that India had given birth to
various Asian philosophies. These ideas were similar to those used by Indian nationalists
who argued that there had been a Golden Vedic age of Indian civilisation before successive
waves of colonisation. Proponents of a ‘Greater India’ celebrated notions of Indian cultural
imperialism andmade a claim to Indian cultural superiority over their neighbours. Buoyed
by these beliefs, they felt conﬁdent to assert the need for Indian leadership in the region.27
However, they failed to recognise diverse subaltern perspectives from the region. As Susan
Bayly has argued, Greater India’s points of reference were ‘unabashedly Oriental’, though
they were decidedly not deferential to the British; many were ardent Hindu nationalists.28
Pan-regional identities were not unique to India; there were parallel pan-Islamic and pan-
African movements, as well as Japanese ideas of Greater Asia. As Prasenjit Duara has
explained, broader pan-Asianism in this period was not only based upon abstract and
essentialised notions of culture and civilisation, rather than drawing upon the actual
encounters Asian people had, it also had a ‘lethally close relationship’ with nationalism.29
From inception through to its proceedings, the AAWC was a vehicle for Indian women
to voice their ideas and vision of an Indian-centred Asia. In considering the dominant lea-
dership of Indian women, Stephen Hay’s argument about why Indian intellectuals had a
stronger belief in the ‘East’ than the Japanese or Chinese in the 1920s applies to the
AAWC. Hay has argued that Indian pride in being ‘Eastern’ was necessary to compensate
the educated elite for the humiliation they felt at being (still) subjects of the British Empire,
thus they had a psychological need to hold on to an idealised concept of the ‘East’ to
counter western power and inﬂuence. Many of the Indian men most enthusiastic about
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Asian revivalism had spent years living in Europe or America, and so through their
extended contact with the ‘West’ had increasingly looked to Eastern alternatives to
resolve the tensions and contradictions they felt in their own upbringings.30 Indian
women had relatively extensive involvement with their western counterparts prior to
1930 compared to other Asian women, were also involved in travel to international con-
ferences in Europe, and in their continuous reminder of both imperial and patriarchal sub-
jection, were equally inspired to assert some form of authority by looking towards an
Asian federation.
Birendra Prasad has argued that the idea for an Asiatic federation and the conference
came directly out of Indian nationalist thought. The Indian National Congress had
directed its working committee to correspond with leaders of other Asian countries in
1928 with view to convene a Pan-Asiatic conference in India in 1930. This did not take
place, as Congress became embroiled in various domestic preoccupations. A Pan-
Asiatic Labour Conference was held in Colombo in Ceylon in May 1934, but only
Japan, India and Ceylon participated, and so the AAWC was actually the most successful
Indian attempt in this period to foster Asian solidarity through a federation format.31 The
inspiration for Indian women did not solely come from domestic, imperial experiences
though. Indian women had been attending international conferences since at least
1920.32 They had observed how focus was often on their appearance and clothing
rather than other cultural attributes, and their dependence on British women became
evident in international meetings, owing to their lack of national independence, so they
were looking at ways to assert themselves. It was this ‘embattled and precarious national
consciousness’ that had galvanised a drive towards internationalism in a new direction.33
It should be noted that the models of international associations for women, such as the
International Alliance of Women, International Council of Women and the Women’s
International League for Peace and Freedom, were dominated by socially elite women.
As Leila Rupp has shown, it was only women who had the leisure time and independent
means to travel and take part in activities who could do so. The Indian women involved in
the AAWC came from similarly elite backgrounds. Naidu and Kaur had been educated in
Britain, Reddi and Rajwade were both qualiﬁed doctors, Kaur and Rajwade were members
of royal families, and Lady Qadir and Lady Hydari were married to men who had been
knighted by the British Government. However, these international organisations also
spurred Indian women to prove themselves on the international stage. Western feminists
commonly assumed that they were best placed to provide global leadership, accentuating
difference such as literacy levels or the purdah system in India. It was the assumptions
made about ‘Eastern ways’ by these organisations, which they had used to justify
western leadership, that led to women in ‘Eastern’ countries to insist that they could rep-
resent themselves and confront feminist Orientalism.34
There were other attempts to organise women along regional lines in this period to
compete with the triennial conferences convened by the Euro-American led International
Alliance of Women (IAW) including the ‘Eastern Women’s Congresses’ in 1930 and 1932
in the Middle East.35 In 1928 the Pan-Paciﬁc Women’s Conference was ﬁrst held in Hon-
olulu, out of which the PPWAwas founded in 1930. Emerging out of work between Amer-
ican feminists and various ethnicities that were found in Hawai’i, the PPWA extended to
Polynesians, Japanese and Chinese women beyond Hawai’i.36 Its focus was primarily
related to the struggles women of various races and ethnicities had with American
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‘imperialism’. Indian women were invited as special guests, as though they resided outside
of the Paciﬁc region they were seen as a major element of the ‘Orient’.37 With competing
loyalties, geographical and strategic coalitions, and different symbols of opposition, the
Pan-Paciﬁc conﬁguration was not necessarily a direct competitor to the pan-Asian one,
but did highlight the different allegiances and political concerns that women in Asia
had, particularly Japanese women who were more invested in the PPWA than the
AAWC. Fiona Paisley has argued that the success of the PPWA lay in the involvement
of a broad range of non-western women and the self-conscious internationalism and
anti-racism they invested in, though there were inevitable fractures.38 As Marie Sandell
has drawn out, the PPWA was a western-dominated venture while the AAWC was led
by Asian women. However, as Sandell acknowledges, it was only Indians who were
leading the AAWC.39
Evidence of the ‘Greater India’ ideology among Indian women is seen in their relation-
ship with one of their closest neighbours, Burma, and is indicative of the ways in which
non-Indian women found little space to be heard in the AAWC. Burma was governed
as a province of British India until 1937, and Burmese women had a close relationship
with Indian women. Rameshwari Nehru, editor of the Hindi women’s journal Stri
Darpan, was invited to Rangoon in the 1910s to help establish women’s organisations.40
In 1919, when the Government of India Bill was passed and the right to enfranchise
women was delegated to the provinces, Burma quickly used this ability to enfranchise
women on the same terms as men, although women could not run for election.41
Cousins had visited Burma too. In 1926 the National Council of Women in Burma
(NCWB) was set up as an afﬁliate of the National Council of Women in India, itself a
unit of the International Council of Women, and membership consisted of European,
Burmese and Indian women living in Burma. Members of the NCWB were represented
on the central executive of the Indian Council.42 Burmese women were also invited to
attend the Pan-Paciﬁc Women’s Conference in Honolulu in 1928 but were unable to
attend as they were not given enough notice.43
One Burmese woman was on the AAWC committee from 1931 to 1933. May Oung,
also known as Daw Mya Sein, attended the AAWC at Lahore and presided over a
session. She had experience of Indian women’s committees having sat on the executive
of the National Council of Women in India as their Burmese member. Oung was
appointed secretary of the Liaison Committee of the AAWC that was formed at the
1931 Conference. She was then chosen by Cousins to represent the AAWC at the
League of Nations in July 1931, as an alternate to Muthulakshmi Reddi, on a Women’s
Consultative Committee on Nationality. The other AAWC representative was Dr Rosa
Welt Straus from Palestine, a member of the Palestine Jewish Women’s Equal Rights
Association.44
Oung consistently argued that Burmese women had always, historically, enjoyed econ-
omic equality with men.45 At the Burmese Round Table, which she attended in London in
1931, she further asserted that Burmese women enjoyed greater social and economic inde-
pendence than Indian women.46 International organisations such as the British Common-
wealth League and the International Women’s Suffrage Alliance argued, in
correspondence with the India Ofﬁce, that Burmese women enjoyed equal economic
and legal rights to property as Burmese men.47 As Chie Ikeya has shown, there was a per-
ception that women in Burma and Southeast Asia had traditionally enjoyed ‘high status’.48
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Contrasts were made with the lower position of Indian women. However, despite these
claims to greater experience of equality, Oung and other non-Indian women were
unable to gain much control over the AAWC. The cultural and historical speciﬁcity of
that region was clearly discussed outside of the AAWC, but not within the conference
or its related communications, as will be exempliﬁed in the next section. Similarly the
diversity of Indian experiences, though AAWC committee members came from Hindu,
Muslim, Christian and Parsee backgrounds, were not highlighted. It was, perhaps,
easier to focus on unifying attributes, even if they were based on Orientalist assumptions
of Asia, than highlight differences which might fracture the organisation. Therefore,
despite attempts to assert Asian distinctiveness and challenge western impressions of
Asian women as homogenously backward, these Indian women presented a limited deﬁ-
nition of Asia, based on Indian nationalist ideas. They were as guilty of homogenising per-
ceptions of Asia as the Euro-American feminists leading other international organisations.
The All-Asian Women’s Conference in Lahore
Invitations to the AAWC had extended to women from thirty-three Asian countries, as it
had been deﬁned by the conference. This included Georgia, Palestine, Iraq, Syria as well as
Malaya, Indo-China, Siam and Hawaii. The conference was conducted in English, but
there had been provisions made for it to be supplemented by Arabic, Urdu and
French.49 Though advertised widely, only nineteen delegates attended in addition to
seventeen Indian delegates and nine foreign visitors (including Cousins). These delegates
were from Afghanistan, Burma, Ceylon, Japan and Persia and visitors from America,
Britain, Java and New Zealand, a total of forty-ﬁve ofﬁcial participants. The AAWC com-
mittee were pleased to have secured the attendance of women from ten different countries,
comparing this achievement favourably to the ﬁrst Pan-Paciﬁc Women’s Conference
which only had attendees from eight different countries.50 There was no record of
women from Java or Burma attending any other international women’s conferences in
this period; but despite Sandell’s assertions that regional women’s associations, like the
AAWC, were better at integrating women from the non-West than Euro-American
centric women’s organisations, this Conference was extremely limited in its Asian
reach.51 The American women’s paper, Equal Rights, on reporting on the conference
failed to realise the lack of equal representation, claiming that it was ‘attended by outstand-
ing women from every country in Asia’.52 Ruth Woodsmall, an American Christian sur-
veyor who attended the AAWC, did identify the disparity remarking that the conference
was ‘not truly representative of Asia, since China was not represented and Japan only by a
young student’ though she was hopeful that it was just a start for future collaborations.53
Cousins, meanwhile, was most disappointed by the lack of delegates from ‘Western
Asia’.54 Although it is not clear why more Asian women did not attend, and expenses
were clearly an issue, the lack of interest from some recipients can point to some aversion
to the aims of the organisation.
Despite Cousins’ leadership, she was not the only person interested or invested in the
AAWC. As mentioned above, it was Indian women who had put their name to the circular
invitation that was subsequently publicised across the world. This letter suggested that it
was time for ‘Oriental women’ from ‘our common Continent’ to develop a ‘spirit of Asian
sisterhood’ to preserve and review their common heritage in the face of ‘tides of Western
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inﬂuence’.55 Although the letter explained that they would look to discriminate the best
features from outside Asia as well, the organisers were keen to accentuate Orientalist
understandings of Asia discussing its premodern characteristics and shared spiritual
values. A bulletin published in November 1930, signed by the Indian committee, once
the location and dates had been conﬁrmed, set out the six objectives for the Conference.
They included promoting consciousness among Asian women of their ‘common oriental
culture’ and to preserve certain Oriental qualities (simplicity, philosophy, art, cult of the
family, veneration for motherhood, spiritual consciousness). It stated that the Conference
was essential to share experiences and also to discuss appropriate Occidental inﬂuences
Asian women should take on (education, dress, freedom of movement, cinema, machin-
ery). The bulletin also acknowledged that there were speciﬁc issues for Asian women that
they needed to discuss and combat (ill-health, illiteracy, poverty and underpayment of
labour, infant mortality, marriage customs).56
A preview of the conference in the British journal The Indian Magazine and Review,
edited by Jessie Duncan Westbrook for the National Indian Association, a British organ-
isation for people interested in India, provided a supportive view of pan-Asian woman-
hood, inspired by the circular letter of invitation. Pointing out that ‘Oriental women’
were inﬂuenced by various western relationships, the journal suggested that the women
of Asia should continue to meet together to discuss their unique problems and thus by
highlighting their ‘fundamental difference from women of other lands’ come to solve
their difﬁculties.57 The invitation circular had explained that the ‘“oriental” best expresses
the quality of Asia’, calling up quietness, simplicity and agriculture as opposed to the
industrial attributes of the West, and that Asian women were inherently concerned
with the family, children and their vocation as ‘race nourishers’.58 The AAWC was
trying to forge new networks that were removed from imperial connections but often
in its self-orientalising language failed to appreciate some of the modern achievements
and diverse activities outside of the purview of India. Thus, the AAWC projected a
view of Asia that did not fully consider the technological advances of Asian countries
such as Japan. Further, in suggesting that all Asian countries venerated motherhood
they failed to recognise the veneration of fatherhood and the subservient ﬁgure of the
mother in authoritarian Japanese society.
The Rani of Mandi, the daughter of the ruler of Kapurthala State, where the Conference
was being held, gave a welcome address that called on delegates to take the best qualities
from both Oriental civilisation and the West, and to reject the perception that women in
Asia were mute or helpless ornaments. She explained that Asian women shared similar
domestic and social conditions, shaped by customs and traditions, and shared a longing
for change.59 There were certainly ways in which Asian women could productively
convene and the AAWC did not have to be a one-off. However, the Indian leadership
more broadly presented a perception of Asia that was either based upon notions of a
greater India or Orientalist stereotypes. As Lakshmibai Rajwade, a trained medical
doctor and honorary organising secretary of the conference, put it in her preface to the
conference report, the organisers felt the conference was necessary to bring about a
‘keener realisation of their cultural unity’. Rajwade mentioned the ‘self-realization’ and
‘common awakening’ that was taking place in the Orient. She talked about Asia coming
into her own and the spiritual and peaceful attributes of the region, beyond national
borders.60 This homogenizing idea of Asian spirituality and cultural unity was at odds
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with the nationalist dialogues of various countries within the region, such as Chinese
nationalism, or consideration of the expansionist tendencies of Japanese imperialism, or
different cultural inﬂuences in places such as French Indochina. Further, the preliminary
letter sent out to gauge interest had discussed how India was the ‘foster mother’ of Asia’s
cultures, hosting Islam, Buddhism and Aryans. The AAWC conference was opened with a
Vedic hymn and it presented a vision of Asian spirituality, most closely allied with Bud-
dhism, certain strands of Hindusim and non-violence. There was little consideration of the
‘spiritual’ diversity of the region, within and beyond India.61
Sarojini Naidu had been appointed president of the AAWC through a postal vote in
1930. Before entering jail in May 1930 for her role in the Indian nationalist civil disobe-
dience movement, she wrote to Cousins unaware that she would end up missing the con-
ference owing to her continued incarceration: ‘I am looking forward to it, and I hope I
shall be free to attend it and to preside over it also.’62 Naidu was well known for her pol-
itical relationship with Gandhi, as well as for her poetry and oratory skills, and for being
well-travelled; she had attended the IWSA conferences in Geneva and Berlin in 1920 and
1929, toured the United States in 1928–1929, and visited Kenya and South Africa as well as
frequent visits to Britain. As Naidu was not present, the conference had different presi-
dents for each session. Lady Bandaranaike from Ceylon, Mrs Kamal-ud-din from Afgha-
nistan, Oung from Burma, Mrs Shirin Fozdar from Persia and Miss Hoshi from Japan
presided over events in addition to two Indian women, Muthulakshmi Reddi and Share-
efah Hamid Ali. The organisation of the AAWC, then, was based upon the modern demo-
cratic lines that other international women’s organisations enjoyed with attempts to
incorporate different speakers and perspectives, and involved speeches, debates and the
passing of resolutions. The framework was placed, therefore, for a broader and long-
lasting All-Asian women’s association to proceed from the ﬁrst meeting, but the initial
set up and ideas had all come from Indian women (and Cousins), and with so few del-
egates from other Asian countries it would prove difﬁcult for women of other nationalities
to feel vested ownership in the endeavour.
Though there were non-Indian presidents many of these women had previous connec-
tions to Indian women, in addition to Oung. Fozdar was born in India. Bandaranaike,
having presided over the Ceylon Women’s Franchise Union who had been successful in
1930 to secure female adult franchise, acknowledged that Cousins and Indian women
had been instrumental in the Ceylonese success.63 In her address at the AAWC, Bandar-
anaike remarked that India was the birthplace of Buddha and viewed as the point of origin
for many Ceylonese people, thus asserting India’s cultural right to host and dominate the
proceedings.64 Mrs S. W. Ilangakoon from Ceylon also presented a focus that assumed
India was representative of the rest of Asia. Explaining that the matriarchal system was
the essence of the East and that family was prioritised as opposed to the individualism
of the West, Ilangakoon used her speech to criticise the American Katherine Mayo’s
book Mother India (1927) to assert that Indian women were not chattels.65 Mustafa
Khan from Persia drew upon pan-Islamic experiences to discuss the issues of purdah
and early marriage.66 There were, however, attempts by other women to draw the conver-
sations away from Indian examples. Concerns about inheritance rights and polygamy were
brought up, along with other issues such as franchise, health, labour and education, which
were not problems unique to Asia.
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There was no evidence of anti-imperialist rhetoric or rejection of western institutions
during the AAWC. The conference was not designed to be political. Delegates were not
united by the common enemy of imperialism nor common racial subjection that
uniﬁed equally composite organisations such as the Pan-African Congresses or PPWA.
There was also little consideration of the variation in structures and institutions that
the different Asian members had to deal with to enact the kind of social reform the con-
ference was concerned with. One of the main resolutions passed by the AAWC, through
the insistent communication from Alice Paul of the US-based National Women’s Party
(NWP) to Cousins, was to urge Japanese and Persian delegates sitting at the League of
Nations in Geneva to support reform for the equality of nationality rights for married
women as unmarried women and men.67 Although the members did not have equal
relationships with the League of Nations, international law was one area that they could
all have an input in. At the time there was no uniform international law regarding the
nationality of married women; some married women gained the nationality of their hus-
bands, while others did not, with some women ﬁnding themselves without any citizenship
rights in either the country of their birth or marriage. Women’s organisations such as the
International Alliance of Women, International Council of Women and NWP were in
favour of allowing a married woman the right to choose her nationality.68 According to
Cousins, it was the resolution on the nationality of married women, and engagement
with the League of Nations, that attracted the most press interest into the AAWC,
perhaps because it demonstrated the reach of the conference beyond Asia, but also
because of the input the NWP had in the resolution.69 Although Naidu, in private, did
not see much relevance of this agitation to Indian concerns, the AAWC continued to
send delegates (all Indian apart from Oung in 1931) to the aforementionedWomen’s Con-
sultative Committee on Nationality at the League of Nations until at least 1935.70 Paul
praised the AAWC for sending these telegrams, writing in both the New York Herald
and Equal Rights (the organ of the NWP) that now ‘the women of Asia have taken
their place in the ranks of the most advanced women of the Occident’.71
The comment by Paul underlines the supposition that Asian women were inherently
less advanced than those in western countries; one that Asian women wished to challenge
through the AAWC. An editorial by the American feminist Edith Houghton Hooker for
Equal Rights in July 1932 reﬂecting on the publication of the AAWC report was more
circumspect:
The report shows that the problems confronting the women of the Far East are identical with
those with which their sisters of Europe and the Americas are preoccupied. As Americans we
are rather inclined to complacently assume that we are in the vanguard of progress. It is
therefore quite pleasantly disillusioning to discover that our sisters in Burma have out-
stripped us in the race to secure Equal Rights.72
In the same issue, an article on the report also mentioned the ‘striking similarity’ in the
problems that ‘confront the women of the East and West’ and reﬂected that ‘Feminism,
it seems, is not an exclusively European or American manifestation’.73 Hooker continued
in her editorial by commending the ‘high standing’ of the delegates—doctors, social
workers, poets, writers and heads of ruling families—failing to acknowledge the social dis-
parity of the region that was not represented. Finally, however, she expressed her admira-
tion for the idealism, nobility and ‘deep spirituality’ that pervaded the conference,
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suggesting that ‘discussions were maintained on the high plane’, harking back to some of
the spiritualist stereotypes of pan-Asianism.74
In addition to the resolutions on the nationality of married women, the AAWC passed
a number of resolutions relating to social and political equality. The ﬁrst resolution,
however, was to retain ‘the high spiritual consciousness that has been the fundamental
characteristic of the people of Asia throughout the millenia’.75 This resolution echoed
Cousins’ reﬂections on the conference, in which she praised the female delegates for the
‘high spiritual tone’ of their speeches.76 The AAWC also resolved that the lives and teach-
ings of great religious leaders should be taught in schools. Other resolutions were in favour
of free and compulsory primary education, following the example of Japan; the abolition of
child marriage; more money to be spent on health schemes; limited temperance schemes;
to rescue children and adults from vice; to regulate labour conditions and to ensure equal-
ity of status for men and women (including equal franchise). The ﬁnal two resolutions
were in favour of national self-determination and world peace.77 A permanent committee
was set up consisting of Oung (Burma), Rajwade (India), Bandaranaike (Ceylon), Fozdar
(Persia), Kamal-ud-din (Afghanistan), Hoshi (Japan), Reddi (India) and Naidu (India).78
At the end of the conference it was decided that a second would be held in either Japan or
Java in 1935, but no future conference took place. Nor did the permanent multi-ethnic
committee meet again, as future committee meetings were only held among Indian
women.79
After the AAWC
Rajwade, organising secretary of the All-India Women’s Conference and AAWC, was
keen to continue the work of the Committee after the ﬁrst Conference, but found that
there was little support from Indian colleagues such as Naidu and became overwhelmed
with domestic concerns. The civil disobedience movement continued to engage the atten-
tions of Indian nationalists and even Cousins was imprisoned in December 1932. Rajwade
was concerned that the committee was not representative enough of Asian, and even
indeed Indian, experiences.80 She wrote to the American Ruth Woodsmall in January
1932 asking for her impressions of the women’s movement in Japan, suggesting that
‘the Japanese are far in advance of us, but I always feel that they have taken the West
as their standard in many things’.81 Woodsmall, a member of the YWCA and the
United Study of Foreign Missions was an apt correspondent as she had shown a great
deal of interest in ‘Eastern’ women. She had worked as a member of a commission on
Higher Christian Education in Japan, and a Laymen’s Commission conducting a
number of interviews with women in Japan, China, Burma and India from 1930 to
1931. Her publications include Eastern Women: Today and Tomorrow, published in
1933, and Moslem Women Enter a New World, in 1936. Woodsmall had attended the
AAWC and delivered an address at the public meeting put on for the non-Asian visitors
on 22 January in which she talked about the ‘romance’ of India for Americans and the
awakening of women in the Middle East.82
Perhaps, as Woodsmall suggested, the involvement of Asian women in international
organisations was remarkable as it had only been recently that they had broadened
their conceptions beyond the family to local and national organisations.83 In addition
to the main international female suffrage associations, Woodsmall argued that it was
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Christian organisations such as the World’s YWCA, the Women’s Christian Temperance
Union (WCTU) and the World’s Student Christian Federation that had been most inﬂu-
ential in bringing awareness to women beyond their national boundaries.84 The WCTU,
for example, had formed branches in Burma, China, India, Japan and Korea in the 1880s.
Indeed, the WCTU had been inﬂuential in establishing connections between India and
Japan through the visit of Indian reformer Pandita Ramabai to Japan in 1889, but there
is no evidence that these led to any long-lasting feminist Asian networks, or pan-Asian
meetings. As Rumi Yasutake has shown, Japanese feminists had stronger, historical con-
nections with and were more likely to work with American feminists than other Asians,
and even though early Chinese feminists had studied in Japan, they too were increasingly
either utilising American connections or looking inwards rather than engaging with other
Asian counterparts.85
Woodsmall had, though, observed a sea-change in international conferences that had
formerly been populated by western women who spoke about Eastern situations; by the
1930s Eastern women were representing themselves at these gatherings.86 The Inter-
national Alliance of Women for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship conference held in Istan-
bul in April 1935 was one such example.
Three women from India (as it happened all three were Moslems), a young woman from
Teheran, a number from Egypt, both Moslems and Copts, a large delegation of Syrian
women, representing Christians and Moslems, and also a group of students from the Amer-
ican Junior College in Beirut—all these Eastern delegates together with a group of very active
Turkish delegates, the total number of Eastern women constituting perhaps half of the Con-
gress, gave one the very deﬁnite impression of the active participation of women of the East in
international life.87
Women from thirty countries attended the triennial conference, presided over by Margery
Corbett Ashby, who visited India that same year. Alongside the expected resolutions relat-
ing to equality of status such as those connected to labour, suffrage and nationality, the
conference included a resolution entitled ‘East and West in Co-operation’. Keen to
dispel the notion of difference, despite using the terms East and West, the resolution
called for greater unity and co-operation between women across the world.88
Shareefah Hamid Ali was one of the Indian delegates at the Istanbul Conference and
delivered a speech on ‘East and West in Co-operation’.89 In contrast to the short resol-
ution, Ali talked of ‘Asia’ as a uniﬁed entity, of the solidarity of the ‘women of the East’
and emphasised the spirituality of the ‘East’ in her speech: ‘For centuries Asia has been
the cradle of religions—of spiritual knowledge—of philosophy which gives life a deeper
signiﬁcance.’ She explained that ‘Oriental Civilisation’ was deﬁned by its simplicity and
spiritual consciousness, arguing that this simplicity was something Asian women could
offer in their international collaboration. She also warned European and American
women against any ‘arrogant assumption of superiority or patronage’ or undue pressure
on their religion, government or economic spheres of inﬂuence.90 With the ability to assert
an ‘Asian’ viewpoint within a larger international conference, and greater participation of
Asian women in League of Nations committees and other regional associations in the
Paciﬁc and Middle East by the 1930s, it seems that there was less incentive for a solely
Asian collective as the decade wore on.
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There was no AAWC conference in 1935. With Indian women engaged in domestic
nationalist agitations and a weak organisational structure, there was no impetus from
other Asian women to continue with the conference. Plans to hold the conference in
Java or Japan were constantly postponed, especially once the Istanbul conference was
announced. Indian women members, including Cousins, of the Permanent Committee
of the AAWC met annually until 1936, discussing among themselves their desire to
broaden the representative nature of the conference. It is clear from the Indian commit-
tee’s records that they had been unable to forge any lasting pan-Asian relationships or
campaigns out of the ﬁrst Conference, as they were upheld trying to ﬁnd new members
and hosts. As no other host country was forthcoming, inevitable when the committee
had no members from other Asian countries, there was discussion about holding the
second session in India, but this was not seen as suitable for expanding the international
reach.91 It should also be noted that other Asian countries were tied down by other dom-
estic and international concerns in this period too, including the Japanese invasion of
Manchuria in 1931, the 1937 Sino-Japanese war, and then the onset of the Second
World War which involved most Asian countries.
It was in India, and organised by Indians again, that a pan-Asian conference was held in
1947 that brought many Asian women together once more. The Asian Relations Confer-
ence held in New Delhi in April 1947 was organised by the Indian Council of World
Affairs and had a large number of female delegates. Presided over by Jawaharlal Nehru,
and boycotted by the Muslim League, just a few months before Indian independence,
the conference was convened to discuss ﬁve key issues: Nationalism; Migration; Economic
Development; Cultural Problems, and Women Problems.92 Female delegates were sent
from India, Ceylon, Indonesia, Palestine, Egypt, Burma, Malaya, China, the Philippines,
Iran, Korea, Cambodia and Tajikistan. Once again there were obvious omissions from
major ‘Asian’ countries. Among the twelve Indian women who attended, the majority
were All-India Women’s Conference members including Naidu, Rajwade and Kaur. At
the conference, the women proposed to form an Association of Asian Women and
revive the All-Asian Women’s Conference.93 Yet again, these plans were not realised.
Conclusion
The All-Asian Women’s Conference is an example of the agency of non-western women
in the interwar period in setting up their own transnational network, shifting the centre
away from the metropole. Despite the rhetorical overtures to Oriental civilisation and
spiritual traditions, the female organisers demonstrated their modernity by organising a
successful, democratic conference. The AAWC brought together women from all over
the world, not just Asia, to articulate the concerns and visions of marginalised voices.
Yet, despite the evidence of subaltern agency, it had also been overtly conceptualised by
a woman, Cousins, who had been brought up in the west. Apart from support for
married women nationality rights, there is little evidence that the resolutions at the
AAWC had any lasting impact. Further, not only did it lack full geographical represen-
tation of women, it also failed to address the socially elite make-up of the conference.
The 1931 AAWC was not the start of a series of meeting for Asian women because the
participants were unable to provide a sustainable deﬁnition of Asian womanhood and any
pan-Asian objectives were overridden by domestic concerns. Indian women had various
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competing loyalties to their neighbours, to those who shared colonial subjection under the
British, and to the Indians who lived overseas both inside and outside Asia. Similarly,
other Asian participants had other competing national, regional and international loyal-
ties. Although it is possible to forge associations out of multiple and competing interests,
the participants need to be collectively invested in the aims and mission of the organis-
ation. Dominated by Indian women whose vision of Asia resembled a greater India,
beyond a loosely deﬁned ‘Oriental’ culture, the participants were only bound by an
equally loose geography. The AAWC showed that there was potential for Asian women
to collectively organise, to think regionally and challenge western hierarchies of feminist
organisations. However, despite intentions to decentre international women’s organis-
ations, the AAWC was still only led by one dominant group of women (Indians) and
was not the long-standing pan-Asian feminist collective it aspired to be.
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